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thanks for the email, shoaib. i appreciate you help! anyway, i have a windows 7
home premium, and when i run wat, it told me it was unable to run a file. i don't

know if it was the issue though. i have this problem, but i don't know what to do. i
cannot reinstall windows, because i am a college student, and i cannot afford to
lose my files. can you help me out? thanks!dani hey shoaib, in order to shorten a
long story, i will suffice in saying i hate people who assume they need your stuff
more than you do. i lost a great deal of windows, and windows related software

including wat. i want to make it clear that wat remover is a windows activator i.e. if
you have a windows version which is asking for activation then wat remover will

remove that buggy thing. however it looks like you have a windows 7 starter crap
which comes bundled with most oems. it is already activated so wat remover will do

nothing in such case. i would suggest you to upgrade your windows 7 to pro or
ultimate version via internet or else and then use wat remover to activate it. i have
sent you the wat remover download link check your mail! i hope this helps. i want to

make it clear that wat remover is a windows activator i.e. if you have a windows
version which is asking for activation then wat remover will remove that buggy

thing. however it looks like you have a windows 7 starter crap which comes bundled
with most oems. guys if you are looking for a real windows recovery, you should try
this software, you can download the link below, and it will fix all the problems with
the anti-watcher, take out all your viruses, and viruses, and remove any crapware

from your computer, it is a free download so give it a try, i know that its totally legit.
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windows xp sp3 is a
problem. did you know

that it has the possibility
of giving you the virus

"wat" which means
"windows anti-theft? have

you experienced this? i
have. i am here to tell you

that there is a way to
remove this virus. i have
found the way and i'm

going to tell you the way
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that works. this method
will not harm your

computer in any way. it is
100% safe. the main

reason why people are
having this problem is
that people bought a

pirated copy of windows
xp sp3 and windows xp
sp3 is unable to detect
the copy of windows xp
sp3 that is installed on
their computer. this is a
huge problem for users
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who want to get rid of this
virus because they will

not be able to remove it
or reinstall windows xp
sp3 again. i have tested

and found that the virus is
a very real virus because

it is able to block the
display of the password of
the computer. if you want
to know how to remove
this virus, you have to
download the latest

version of "windows xp
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sp3 remove wat" because
previous versions of the
virus did not work. hello
friends, you may think

that this method to
remove the virus wat is

not correct but i am here
to tell you that i've been

using it for some time and
i haven't had any

problems with it. this
method works and i am
sure you will not have
problems with it. this
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virus is very stubborn and
i don't know how to

remove it. however, there
is a software called

"windows xp sp3 remove
wat" that can help you
remove this virus. you

can download this
software at the link

below. it's very easy to
use and very simple. you

can download and use
this software with no

problems. once you have
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downloaded the software,
you can follow the

instructions to complete
the removal process. i am
very sure that you will not
have any problems with

it. in addition, the
software "windows xp sp3

remove wat" has not
given me any problems.
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